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4000 Essential English Words 6 

Review Test (Unit 1-6) 

 

 

Choose the correct synonym of the words in bold. 

1. This car park is very convenient for the cinema.    

a. handy            b. apparent         c. careful             d. immediate 

2. Despite its change of name, the company will continue to utilize this building.  

a. improve          b. use          c. manage          d. clean  

3. The message of the artist’s work was very ambiguous. 

a. interesting        b. simple         c. topical              d. unclear 

4. The record company promised the band creative autonomy. 

a. indecency       b. help         c. consistency            d. independence 

5. The lecturer hoped to enlighten the group about the novel. 

a. inform         b. test          c.  enquire            d. testify 

6. The grass outside the shop was clearly artificial. 

a. rotten        b. horrible         c. fake             d. missing 

7. The blackberries on the bushes are abundant this year. 

a. delicious         b. nutritious        c. minimal           d. plentiful  

8. Tom’s wife is now eligible for a British passport. 

a. pictured         b. qualified       c. clarified            d. terrified 

9. Dr Lee is a(n) prominent medieval historian. 

a. evident         b. eminent        c. permanent           d. pertinent 

10. The coast here is very vulnerable to erosion by the sea. 

a. suspicious        b. superior       c. suspenseful           d. susceptible 

11. Eric’s dependence on his mom is sometimes not healthy. 

a. resentment        b. defiance      c. reliance           d. resilience 
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12. Dan’s video recorder is now totally obsolete. 

a. outdated       b. broken        c. damaged          d. ruined 

13. Bob held some radical views about politics. 

a. regressive        b. aggressive      c. professional           d. progressive 

14. Jen thought the view from the helicopter was spectacular. 

a. frightening        b. intimidating       c. breathless           d. breath-taking  

 

Unscramble them and write the correct word in the adjacent blank. The word’s first letter 

is underlined for you. 

1. _______________ lpidonh                  2. _______________  emgyotre 

3. _______________ lmiumaun                4. _______________ usreoitm 

5. _______________ yogceol                  6. _______________  wdaarcbk 

 

Write the letter S for synonym or A for antonym next to the pair of words. 

1. ____  ecologically - environmentally        2. ____  harmony - discord  

3. ____  flourish - thrive                   4. ____  gleam - shine                           

5. ____ greed - avarice                  6. ____  indigenous - foreign 

7. ____  consolidate - divide                  8. ____  arid - wet   

9. ____  infinite - limited                      10. ____ diminish - dwindle  
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4000 Essential English Words 6 

Review Test (Unit 7-12) 

 

 

Choose the correct synonym of the words in bold. 

1. Jack is obviously dedicated to his job. 

a. revolted          b. divided             c. delighted           d. devoted   

2. In a dry year, farmers need to irrigate their crops. 

a. harvest          b. cut            c. dig          d. water 

3. The business deal is still in its preliminary stages.  

a. early         b. late            c. final             d. concluding  

4. Rain had saturated the clothes that she had left on the balcony. 

a. spoiled        b. blew           c. soaked          d. soaped 

5. The crowd began to enthusiastically applaud the singer’s performance. 

a. slap         b. shout           c. clap           d. cry  

6. The instructor checks the competence of young drivers. 

a. mobility       b. ability          c. stability           d. liability 

7. Jean thought the painting’s style was rather crude. 

a. funny         b. sophisticated       c. capable            d. unrefined 

8. The ballerina’s posture was immaculate. 

a. rhythm        b. accent          c. poise            d. dance 

9. Several parents came to supervise the school prom. 

a. overrun         b. oversee        c. advertise           d. supersede 

10. Kate’s boyfriend was always considerate. 

a. thoughtless       b. thoughtful        c. thankful            d. grateful 

11. The couple’s cottage by the sea was their sanctuary from city life.  

a. refuge        b. refuse        c. subterfuge      d. recluse 
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12. The spectators enjoyed the race despite the cold weather. 

a. drivers         b. runners         c. viewers           d. riders 

13. Both the candidates were equally strong, so the manager had a real dilemma.  

a. disappointment     b. quandary        c. hope            d. query 

14. Cats have an innate ability to climb trees. 

a. inbuilt         b. incredible       c. amazing           d. limited  

 

Unscramble them and write the correct word in the adjacent blank. The word’s first letter 

is underlined for you. 

1. _______________ teprensrie                 2. _______________  totoat 

3. _______________ emonantr               4. _______________ arddracob 

5. _______________ reeeefr                    6. _______________  voeropk   

 

Write the letter S for synonym or A for antonym next to the pair of words. 

1. ____  capitalist – communist           2. ____  compatible - unsuited  

3. ____  masculine - manly                  4. ____  muscular - puny  

5. ____  yell - whisper                   6. ____  elaborate - simple                    

7. ____  exact - precise                8. ____  nausea - sickness                

9.  ____ chronic - recurring               10. ____ guardian - custodian   
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4000 Essential English Words 6 

Review Test (Unit 13-18) 

 

 

Choose the correct synonym of the words in bold. 

1. The pop singer has a reputation for being slightly arrogant.  

a. talented         b. generous           c. stylish             d. conceited  

2. The referee was accused of showing bias. 

a. partiality         b. permanence        c. vulnerability         d. validity  

3. Fatigue can be dangerous when driving late at night.  

a. lateness       b. boredom           c. tiredness            d. sadness  

4. The company’s previous office was destroyed by fire. 

a. second        b. former          c. large             d. messy 

5. George was noted for being a very gracious host to his guests. 

a. rude         b. courteous         c. tentative           d. furtive   

6. Varnish can improve the appearance of an old wooden table. 

a. enhance        b. spoil         c. remove            d. encourage 

7. Mary has misplaced her phone again. 

a. damaged      b. misused          c. forgotten           d. lost 

8. There are seven applicants for the job at the restaurant. 

a. candidates    b. examiners     c. reasons        d. volunteers 

9. Tom was humiliated after the girls saw him fall into the fishpond. 

a. soaked      b. shivering         c. embarrassed           d. sad  

10. Archaeologists will excavate the site of the ancient palace. 

a. inspect      b. examine          c. dig             d. draw 

11. Floods have affected the periphery of the village. 

a. center      b. margin         c. middle           d. bottom 
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12. Tina has an art studio up in her attic. 

a. shed         b. garden        c. loft              d. basement  

13. The movie stars looked glamorous on the red carpet. 

a. tall         b. bright        c. lively              d. chic 

14. Dr Kim is very outspoken on the subject of the economy. 

a. quiet       b. timid         c. uncertain             d. opinionated 

 

Unscramble them and write the correct word in the adjacent blank. The word’s first letter 

is underlined for you. 

1. _______________ aynnoc              2. _______________ aleroc 

3. _______________ gatuornna          4. _______________ samyetj 

5. _______________ icetsal               6. _______________  pusre-teednnnit 

 

 

Write the letter S for synonym or A for antonym next to the pair of words. 

1. ____  nasty - agreeable            2. ____  perceive - see  

3. ____  globe - sphere                4. ____  orbit - circle   

5. ____  preview - review               6. ____  supernatural - occult    

7. ____  recipient - sender          8. ____  artifact - specimen                 

9. ____  jagged - flat                10. ____ vicious – gentle    
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4000 Essential English Words 6 

Review Test (Unit 19-24) 

 

 

Choose the correct synonym of the words in bold. 

1. It is not considered good etiquette to talk with one’s mouth full of food. 

a. style          b. fashion           c. manners          d. business   

2. Carol has an intuitive understanding of math.  

a. impressive       b. basic             c. instrumental           d. instinctive 

3. The family’s loud dog unsettles many visitors to their home. 

a. amuses       b. entertains          c. consumes             d. unnerves 

4. Over the last 5 years, the pop group have accumulated many followers. 

a. amassed       b. amazed           c. forgotten             d. entertained 

5. The film about the pianist’s life was incredibly poignant. 

a. reaching       b. sending         c. touching             d. glowing  

6. A group of reckless boys stole a car and drove it into the lake. 

a. brave        b. cowardly          c. responsive            d. irresponsible   

7. A small business like ours can’t hope to contend with multi-national companies. 

a. win        b. attract           c. confound            d. compete  

8. A window had been broken and Mr. Smith wanted to know who the culprit was.  

a. offender     b. winner         c. victim             d. official  

9. The racing cyclist is subjected to intense scrutiny after failing a drug test. 

a. instruction      b. exhumation        c. examination        d. exhibition 

10. The price of the vase was reduced because of a slight defect on the rim. 

a. flare         b. flaw          c. fail              d. flap   

11. During the winter, seaside towns can be somewhat dreary. 

a. lively        b. colorful         c. dirty             d. dismal 
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12. An artist was hired to duplicate the priceless painting.  

a. repair        b. retouch         c. reproduce           d. replace 

13. The chef is famous for his innovative approach to Italian cuisine. 

a. expensive      b. stylish         c. pretentious        d. original 

14. Linda simulates interest whenever her husband talks about golf. 

a. deigns       b. feigns           c. reigns            d. tames   

 

Unscramble them and write the correct word in the adjacent blank. The word’s first letter 

is underlined for you. 

1. _______________ irueroc             2. _______________  chavanela 

3. _______________ cfetau              4. _______________  airglleu 

5. _______________ ratsie               6. _______________  troceel-nimegtac 

 

Write the letter S for synonym or A for antonym next to the pair of words. 

1. ____  congested - overcrowded      2. ____  liable - exempt  

3. ____  apparatus - equipment          4. ____  sob - laugh    

5. ____  sober - drunk                   6. ____  dilapidated - shabby                       

7. ____  filth - muck                   8. ____  splendid - wonderful  

9. ____  weary - spritely           10. ____ premature - overdue   
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4000 Essential English Words 6 

Review Test (Unit 25-30) 

 

 

Choose the correct synonym of the words in bold. 

1. After he fell from the horse, Bob’s vision was blurred.  

a. rosy           b. lazy             c. nosey             d. hazy 

2. Halfway through the year, profits began to deteriorate. 

a. decline       b. defame        c. declaim         d. defy 

3. The owner of the hotel was wonderfully hospitable. 

a. faithful        b. eccentric        c. stubborn           d. welcoming  

4. The prime minister had to abolish her plans for a new tax. 

a. improve     b. present         c. scrap             d. discuss  

5. A secret department disseminated the rumor that the king was dead. 

a. spread       b. answered       c. rejected            d. ended  

6. I felt genuine remorse when my bookshop had to close down. 

a. sorrow      b. rage         c. envy            d. anger 

7. Tom is very earnest when it comes to literature. 

a. naive        b. helpful         c. sincere           d. discrete 

8. John has gone to the parade today, he’s quite a patriot. 

a. naturist       b. nationalist       c. internationalist     d. naturalist 

9. Police don’t have enough evidence to prosecute the suspect. 

a. release      b. charge        c. repel          d. answer  

10. Workers at the factory have shown real solidarity during the strike. 

a. selfishness      b. patience       c. unity            d. solipsism   
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11. On his first day at school, the older boys tried to intimidate Henry. 

a. imitate        b. initiate         c. mock           d. scare 

12. Lisa was overjoyed when she heard I got tickets for the concert. 

a. worried      b. tearful         c. ecstatic          d. inconsolable 

13. The villagers signed a petition to stop the new road being built. 

a. request     b. picture        c. report           d. file 

14. My favorite Indian restaurant is being renovated. 

a. relocated     b. demolished      c. refurbished         d. replaced 

 

Unscramble them and write the correct word in the adjacent blank. The word’s first letter 

is underlined for you. 

1. _______________ octoercn                    2. _______________ oloachtgilap 

3. _______________ uisticilng                    4. _______________ gnrieroffe 

5. _______________ racteeh                    6. _______________ ucnorsibal 

 

Write the letter S for synonym or A for antonym next to the pair of words. 

1. ____  exterior - inside                        2. ____  amend - change  

3. ____  flatter - insult                       4. ____  cosmopolitan - unsophisticated   

5. ____  tolerant - bigoted                    6. ____  solemn - jovial    

7. ____  turf - lawn                        8. ____  fulfil - meet 

9. ____  tariff - fee                           10. ____ whereabouts - location 
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Review Tests Book 6_Answers 

Unit 1-6 Unit 7-12 Unit 13-18 Unit 19-24 Unit 25-30 

Synonyms Synonyms Synonyms Synonyms Synonyms 

1.a 1.d 1.d 1.c 1.d 

2.b 2.d 2.a 2.d 2.a 

3.d 3.a 3.c 3.d 3.d 

4.d 4.c 4.b 4.a 4.c 

5.a 5.c 5.b 5.c 5.a 

6.c 6.b 6.a 6.d 6.a 

7.d 7.d 7.d 7.d 7.c 

8.b 8.c 8.a 8.a 8.b 

9.b 9.b 9.c 9.c 9.b 

10.d 10.b 10.c 10.b 10.c 

11.c 11.a 11.b 11.d 11.d 

12.a 12.c 12.c 12.c 12.c 

13.d 13.b 13.d 13.d 13.a 

14.d 14.a 14.d 14.b 14.c 

Unscramble Unscramble Unscramble Unscramble Unscramble 

1.dolphin 1.enterprise 1.canyon 1.courier 1.concerto 

2.geometry 2.tattoo 2.oracle 2.avalanche 2.pathological 

3.aluminium 3.ornament 3.orangutan 3.faucet 3.linguistic 

4.moisture 4.cardboard 4.majesty 4.guerilla 4.forefinger 

5.ecology 5.referee 5.elastic 5.satire 5.hectare 

6.drawback 6.provoke 6.super-intendent 6.electro-magnetic 6.binoculars 

Synonym/Antonym Synonym/Antonym Synonym/Antonym Synonym/Antonym Synonym/Antonym 

1.S 1.A 1.A 1.S 1.A 

2.A 2.A 2.S 2.A 2.S 

3.S 3.S 3.S 3.S 3.A 

4.S 4.A 4.S 4.A 4.A 

5.S 5.A 5.A 5.A 5.A 

6.A 6.A 6.S 6.S 6.A 

7.A 7.S 7.A 7.S 7.S 

8.A 8.S 8.S 8.S 8.S 

9.A 9.S 9.A 9.A 9.S 

10.S 10.S 10.A 10.A 10.S 

 

 


